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1. Overview 
The Valuation Status Enquiry Tool allows third parties who do not have access to the ValEx 
Platform, to view and track the status of their valuation request and/or lodge a Query. 

The website does not require a login, and you can also utilise this tool to provide additional 
information to assist with the valuation process. All that is required to view the status or lodge a 
Query is the Lenders Valuation reference and Borrower surname or the ValEx ID and Borrower 
surname. 

The Valuation Status Enquiry Tool allows you to complete the following actions; 

 

� Check the current status of your valuation request  
� Attach supporting documentation 
� Update contact details 
� Request a Client Action  
� Request a cancellation 
� Lodge a Valuation Query (dependent on lender settings) 

 

The Valuation Status Enquiry Tool can be accessed at https://valstatus.valex.com.au 
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1.1. Status of a Valuation Request 

When the search parameters have been entered (Lenders Valuation reference and Borrower 
surname or the ValEx ID and Borrower surname), the user will be presented with the search 
results. 

 

1.1.1. Status: Accepted 

The valuation status bar will appear and provide the user with a visual snapshot of the current 
status of the valuation request. In this example, the valuation has been accepted by the ValFirm. 

 

 

 

The notation will read as per the above screenshot: 

The Valuation Request has been accepted by the Valuation Firm. 

You can expect that attempts for access will commence to be made with the Inspection Contact 
within the next 24 hours. You will receive specific contacting updates shortly and then an 
appointment confirmation or advice of any road blocks to completing the request. 
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1.1.2. Status: Delay 

If a “delay”  has been applied by the ValFirm, this will be displayed as per the example provided 
below: 

 

 

 

The notation will specify there is a delay and will include the date the delay was placed on the 
request, the type of delay used and any additional comments entered by the Valuer. 

If you are able to provide new information to assist with the delay noted on the ValEx request, 
you should select the “I have new information that may assist the Valuer”  icon as shown in 
the screen shot above. 
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1.2. Attach Supporting Documentation 

Users of the Valuation Status Enquiry Tool website have the ability to upload supporting 
documentation to a job.  Select the “Upload Supporting Documents” icon as shown in the 
screen shot below: 

 

 

 

The user will have the ability to upload the following document types: 

� Builders Invoice 
� Building Contract 
� Building Plans/Specifications 
� Contract of Sale 
� Instructions/Searches 
� Other 
� Strata Plan 
� Subdivision Plan 
� Title Search 

 

To upload a document, click on ‘Choose File’ to bring up the pop up window to browse files from 
your computer. Once you have selected the relevant file, choose the document type from the 
drop down menu and enter a description in the ‘Description’ field if required. 

Select ‘Upload Files’ when all supporting documentation has been attached as shown in the 
screen shot on the following page. 
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Note:  A maximum of 10MB per page can be uploaded at any one time (ie 2 docs of 5MB each, 
of 5 docs of 2MB each), once you select Upload Files and the page refreshes, you can upload 
another 10MB of documents. You must either select a document type from the drop down list, 
or manually add a description to allow you to upload the document. 
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1.3. Update Contact Details 

Users of the Valuation Status Enquiry Tool website have the ability to update the inspection 
contact details for the job. Select the “Provide New Contact Details” icon as shown in the 
screen shot below: 

 

 

 

The User will need to enter their full name and email address, enter the new inspection contact 
details and click on ‘Add New Contact’. 
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1.4. Request a Client Action 

Users of the Valuation Status Enquiry Tool website have the ability to request a client action for 
the job. Select the “Request an Action” icon as shown in the screen shot below: 

 

 

 

The user will need to enter their full name and email address and type the action request into 
the free text ‘Comment’ field and select ‘Submit’.  

 

 

 

The enquiry will then be sent directly to a dedicated RP Data Team for actioning.  

By directing these enquiries to the Valuation Status Enquiry Tool Site, it ensures that there is an 
audit trail created around these activities directly into the ValEx Platform. The new information is 
then available to the Valuation Firms and the RP Data Team immediately. 
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1.5. Request a Cancellation 

Users of the Valuation Status Enquiry Tool website have the ability to request a cancellation for 
the job. This feature is only available for specific Lenders who have opted for the ‘Cancel This 
Valuation’ feature within ValEx if your lender has not opted for this to be available, the icon will 
not appear. 

Select the “Cancel This Valuation” icon as shown below to request a cancellation: 

 

 

 

The user will be required to enter their first name, last name and email address. These fields 
are all mandatory. The email address entered will receive the cancellation confirmation 
notification (as will the job originator).  

 

The user will be required to select whether the cancellation they are performing is on behalf of 
someone else. The button will default to ‘no’, however, if the user selects ‘yes’ they will be 
required to enter in the name of the person who they are cancelling on behalf of.  

Once ‘yes’ is selected, an additional field will appear to enter the cancellation requestor’s name. 

A cancellation reason is required to be entered from the cancellation reason drop down menu 
with the following options: 

� Duplicate Request 
� Access Declined by Customer/Tenant 
� Request is Outside of ValEx Agreements 
� Requested Information not Supplied by Bank/Customer 
� Bank Cancelled Valuation 
� Lender Exclusions 

 

Once the cancellation reason has been selected, the user will also need to type in at least five 
words into the cancellation comments section. Once all mandatory fields have been completed, 
the cancellation request can be submitted by clicking the ‘Submit’ button as per below screen 
shot: 
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The user will be presented with a confirmation message once the cancellation request has been 
successful. 
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Once a request for cancellation has been submitted, the status of the valuation request will be 
‘Cancellation Pending’ as shown in the screen shot below. When a cancellation request has 
been sent the Valuer is automatically notified and would reasonably be expected to stop 
proceeding within 2 hours of the cancellation being requested. 

 

 

The cancellation request will then be sent to the Valuer to acknowledge and confirm if any fees 
are applicable. Once the cancellation has been acknowledged, the status will change to 
‘Cancelled’. 
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1.6. Lodge a Valuation Query 

Users of the Valuation Status Enquiry Tool website have the ability to lodge a Valuation Query 
via the ‘Lodge Query’ icon which appears underneath the Valuation Status bar. 

Note:  This option will only appear once a Valuation Request is in a ‘Completed’ status. 

 

The following Service Types cannot be queried via the ValStatus Enquiry Tool: 

� Panel AVM 
� EVR Desktop 
� EVR Desktop Drive By 
� EVR Desktop Premium 
� RP Desktop 
� RP Desktop Drive By 
� RP Desktop Premium 
� RP Desktop Premium Drive By 
 
To lodge a Valuation Query on a completed request, click on the ‘Lodge Query’ icon. 
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In all instances of queries, the user will be required to enter details of the person who is to 
receive the Valuation Query Response and select the Valuation Query Purpose (either a Non-
Value Query or Value Query). 
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1.6.1. Non Value Query 

When ‘Non Value Query’ has been selected, the user will be required to enter in their First 
Name, Last Name, role, phone number and email. Each of these fields is mandatory.  

The job originator as well as the owner of the email address entered will be the recipient of the 
query closure response.   

The role drop down menu includes two options:  

� Broker 
� Lender 

 

The user will also need to select a ‘Non Value Query’ type from the following menu options: 

� Address / Title 
� Comments 
� Comparable Sales 
� Counter Signatory 
� Photos 
� Insufficient Documentation (Client) 
� Insufficient Documentation( ValFirm) 
� Typing Error 
� Other 

 

A comments box will appear for the user to enter their query comments.  A minimum of 5 words 
is required within the comments box.  If the user attempts to submit a query with less than 5 
words, an error will appear to the user to advise them that they need 5 words. 

An additional link will appear underneath the comments box which will allow the user to upload 
supporting documentation they have for the query (this will upload the document to the 
documents tab of the job and will trigger a notification to the Valuer/ValFirm to advise that new 
documentation has been uploaded).  

Once comments have been entered the user will be required to select ‘Submit’. 
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Once ‘Submit’ has been selected, RP Data will lodge the query request on to the job in the 
ValEx platform. A confirmation message will appear to the user to advise that their query has 
been logged and they will receive an email notification when the query is closed.  

 

 

 

Val Status Enquiry will now display the status as ‘Queried’. 

While a job is in the Queried status, the ability to lodge another query cannot be undertaken 
therefore the ‘Lodge Query’ icon will not render. 
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Once the Valuer has reviewed the Query it will either be Supported, Alternative or Not 
Supported. 

 

If the Valuer Supports the Query, the Valuation Report will be amended by the Valuer and 
provided back to the original place it was delivered to, with the Job Originator and the user’s 
details entered via the Valuation Status Enquiry site receiving a copy of the Query Response. 

If the Valuer provides an Alternative for the Query, the Valuation Report will be amended by the 
Valuer according to the response provided by the Valuer and provided back to the original place 
it was delivered to, with the Job Originator and the user’s details entered via the Valuation 
Status Enquiry site receiving a copy of the Query Response. 

If the Valuer Does Not Support the Query, the Valuation Report will remain as is and the 
response will be provided to the Job Originator and the user’s details entered via the Valuation 
Status Enquiry site. 
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1.6.2. Value Query 

When ‘Value Query’ has been selected, the user will be required to enter in their First Name, 
Last Name, role, phone number and email. Each of these fields are mandatory.  

The job originator as well as the owner of the email address entered will be the recipient of the 
query closure response.   

The role drop down menu will include two options:  

� Broker 
� Lender 

 

A comments box will appear for the user to enter in their query comments.  A minimum of 5 
words is required within the comments box. If the user attempts to submit a query with less than 
5 words, an error will appear to the user to advise them that they need 5 words. 

An additional link will render underneath the comments box which will allow the user to upload 
supporting documentation they have for the query (this will upload the document to the 
documents tab of the job and will trigger a notification to the Valuer/ValFirm to advise that new 
documentation has been uploaded). It is expected users will have supporting evidence to 
upload for the Valuer to review in order to be able to address the query.  

Once comments have been entered the user will be required to select ‘Submit’. 
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Once ‘Submit’ has been selected, RP Data will lodge the query request on to the job in the 
ValEx platform. A confirmation message will appear to the user to advise that their query has 
been logged and they will receive an email notification when the query is closed.  

 

 

 

Val Status Enquiry will now display the status as ‘Queried’. 

While a job is in the Queried status, the ability to lodge another query cannot be undertaken 
therefore the ‘Lodge Query’ icon will not render. 

 

Once the Valuer has reviewed the Query it will either be Supported, Alternative or Not 
Supported. 

 

If the Valuer Supports the Query, the Valuation Report will be amended by the Valuer and 
provided back to the original place it was delivered to, with the Job Originator and the user’s 
details entered via the Valuation Status Enquiry site receiving a copy of the Query Response. 

If the Valuer provides an Alternative for the Query, the Valuation Report will be amended by the 
Valuer according to the response provided by the Valuer and provided back to the original place 
it was delivered to, with the Job Originator and the user’s details entered via the Valuation 
Status Enquiry site receiving a copy of the Query Response. 

If the Valuer Does Not Support the Query, the Valuation Report will remain as is and the 
response provided to the Job Originator and the user’s details entered via the Valuation Status 
Enquiry site. 

 

If the Value Query is returned as either an Alternative or Not Supported, if the user has another 
scenario to Query, they are able to lodge a query again. If the Funder is subscribed to the 
‘Dispute Review’ process, only one Value Query can be lodged, therefore subsequent to this 
only a ‘Non Value Query’ or ‘Dispute Review’ can then be lodged via the Valuation Status 
Enquiry Tool site. 

If ‘Dispute Review’ is not activated, the ‘Non Value Query’ and ‘Value Query’ options will appear 
even when a Value Query was previously logged and closed. 
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1.6.3. Dispute Review 

Where a Value Query was previously logged on a job and was closed with a Not Supported or 
Alternative response, and ‘Dispute Review’ is active for the Funder, the two options that will 
appear when a user selects to Lodge Valuation Query via Val Status, will be ‘Non Value Query’ 
and ‘Dispute Review’. This feature is only available for specific Lenders who have opted for the 
‘Cancel This Valuation’ feature within ValEx if your lender has not opted for this to be available, 
the icon will not appear. 

When ‘Dispute Review’ has been selected, the user will be required to enter in their First Name, 
Last Name, role, phone number and email. Each of these fields is mandatory.  

The job originator as well as the owner of the email address entered will be the recipient of the 
query closure response.   

The role drop down menu will include two options:  

� Broker 
� Lender 

 

A comments box will appear for the user to enter in their valuation dispute comments. A 
minimum of 5 words is required within the comments box. If the user attempts to submit a query 
with less than 5 words, an error will appear to the user to advise them that they need 5 words. 

An additional link will appear underneath the comments box which will allow the bank to upload 
supporting documentation they have for the dispute (this will upload the document to the 
documents tab of the job and will trigger the existing notification to the Valuer/ValFirm to advise 
that new documentation has been uploaded). 

Once comments have been entered the user will be required to select ‘Submit’ as shown on the 
following page. 
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Once ‘Submit’ has been selected, a ValEx Dispute Review will be logged on the completed 
valuation request.  

A confirmation message will appear to the user to advise that their dispute was logged and they 
will receive an email notification when the dispute is closed.  

 

 

 

Val Status Enquiry will now display the status as ‘Queried’ (Dispute Review). 

While a job is in the Queried status, the ability to lodge another query cannot be undertaken 
therefore the ‘Lodge Query’ icon will not appear.  
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If the Dispute Review is supported, the Valuation Report will be amended by the Valuer or an 
alternative Valuation Report provided back to the original place it was delivered to, with the Job 
Orderer and the user’s details entered via the Valuation Status Enquiry site receiving a copy of 
the Query Response. 

If the Dispute Review is Not Supported, the Valuation Report will remain as is and the response 
provided to the Job Orderer and the user’s details entered via the Valuation Status Enquiry site. 

 

When a Dispute Review is logged and closed on a completed valuation, there will no longer be 
the ability to log a Value Query or Dispute Review via Val Status Enquiry again.  

On Val Status Enquiry a new note will appear to advise that a Value Query or Dispute Review 
cannot be logged again on this job as all review options have been exhausted.  The only option 
available will be a Non Value Query. 
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1.6.4. Supplying Additional Information for the Que ry 

Once a report is in the Queried status, the user is still able to provide additional information and 
upload supporting documents for the query. 

To provide additional information on the query, click on the ‘Supply Information For This Query’ 
icon under the Valuation Status bar. To upload supporting documents for the query, click on the 
‘Upload Supporting Documents’ icon under the Valuation Status bar. 

 

 

 

When the ‘Supply Information For This Query’ icon is selected, the user First Name, Last Name, 
role, phone number and email fields will appear. Each of these fields is mandatory.  

The role drop down menu will include two options:  

� Broker 
� Lender 

 

Within these fields the First Name, Last Name and Email of the person who lodged the current 
query on the job will appear. These details can all be overwritten by the user so they can enter 
in new details if they are a different individual.  

When new details do overwrite the original details, the new individual will now also be a 
recipient of the query closure response.  

A text box will also render for the user to type in their query note details. 

Once a query note has been added (a minimum of 5 words) the user is required to select 
‘Submit’.  
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A confirmation message will then appear to advise their query note was successfully added. 

 

 

 

 


